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Join us on July 8th   at 7:00 p.m. at Bayland Community Center when we will be treated to 

a wonderful presentation by one of our most traveled members, Ken Knezick owner of 

Island Dreams.   Ken will be presenting a program entitled: “Shifting Baselines on the 

Reef - Diving the Best of What is Left”. 

Synopsis of the program: 

 This wide-ranging presentation will assess the best dive destinations remaining in the 

world today. Exploring the Caribbean, the Pacific, and the Indian Ocean, this program 

calls upon the knowledge and opinion of the presenter’s more than 35-years of interna-

tional dive travel experience. Audience participation will be encouraged, as we consider 

the impact of long-term and rapid changes to the world’s coral reefs, human and envi-

ronmental effects, water temperature and sea level changes, commercial fishing, and 

more; and how these various activators impact the world’s best scuba diving opportuni-

ties. If you are an international dive traveler, this program may be of great value to you. 

If you have ever had the privilege to be in the audience when Ken has spoken in the past you know you will walk away with some great in-

formation about making an informed decision when it comes to choosing your next dive destination.  As always visitors are welcome. After 

the presentation HUPS members are encouraged to meet at Don Carlos for further conversation with food and drink. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote:  

 

I can only think of one 

experience which might 

exceed in interest of a 

few hours spent under 

water, and that would be 

a journey to Mars.  
 

William Beebe  

For those of you who are attending the club trip to Bonaire this year, on October 11th,  please be aware that your final payment to will be 

due at the end of July.  Jim and Debbie Mensay will be leading the trip so if you are unsure the amount that you still owe, please contact 

them for details or if you are still interested in attending to see if there is any space available.  

 

Ken Knezick—Advanced 

Jan Baughman—Novice Ken Bean—Advanced Dennis Deavenport—Advanced 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/
http://www.pct3.hctx.net/CC_Bayland/
http://www.divetrip.com/
http://doncarlosrestaurants.com/
mailto:fdbm82@msn.com
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Submitted by Greg Grimes 

Debbie Mensay—Intermediate David McCracken—Novice 

 

If you are an Adobe LightRoom user and have been frustrated by the effort and limitation of this software, I bring good news; Lightroom 5 has 

finally been released and is better than ever for us underwater and topside photographers! The newest version addresses most of the issues 

that users have complained about since the beginning. In my opinion, here are a few samples as to why you may want to upgrade  to the lat-

est version to make an informed decision. You can still download the trial version for 30 days for free. 

 

1. In my case I shoot a lot of video and generally have to put my video media into ProShow or Pinnacle when it comes to making a 

slideshow. Now you can add and review video clips along with your still images in the LightRoom slideshow module to review and 

thus enhance your program. 

2. Spot removal (a.k.a. backscatter) has now been enhanced with a new and improved brush both for healing and cloning. As an exam-

ple if you want to remove a telephone line you need to use Photoshop or Elements.  You can now do this in LightRoom 5 with a few 

mouse clicks.  Huge time saver! 

3.  have not used this module before but you can now save the layout you have created in the book function instead of recreating it every 

time for each page you want to have printed.  Keeping a recipe for your future layout consistency. 

4. The Radiance filter has also been enhanced with features that allow you to highlight any part of your subject as well as certain features 

in your image.  This gives you the opportunity to increase the lighting on the subject’s face while the rest of the image stays unal-

tered. 

5. The lens correction has also been upgraded to further straighten lens distortion.  This may not help your underwater photography but 

your topside images will exponentially be improved with just a few mouse clicks. 

 

Here are a few You-Tube Videos I found useful to demonstrate the LR5 enhancements.  There are tons more online as well: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGBWzhIVfxM 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfySRuMDx6c 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2xNLS0KjcY 

These are just a few of over 400 enhancements to the latest version and there are many more to explore.  For those of you that currently have 

the software installed, the upgrade cost is reasonably priced at around $80 and this will cover all upgrades through version 5.  If we have 

enough interest after we all get a chance to play with the new software we can schedule a round table workshop this Fall to discuss the tool.  

Please share with the group what other tips you find in this new version. 

Making my way back to the water!  

Greg Grimes ( aka scubafish) 

Greg Grimes—Intermediate Lance Glowacki—Intermediate Ken Bean - Advanced 

http://www.hups.org/
https://www.adobe.com/cfusion/tdrc/index.cfm?product=photoshop_lightroom&promoid&promoid=DTEML
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGBWzhIVfxM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfySRuMDx6c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2xNLS0KjcY
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Submitted by Jesse Cancelmo 

For those of you who are interested in our National Marine Sanctuaries and the state that they are in please follow the link below for further 

information that has recently been released by NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) :  

http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/library/pdfs/ncr2013.pdf  

 

I recently came across this old slide that is somewhat of a Houston Dive 

Club post for the history books. Shirt shows a club dive trip to Little Cayman Island in 1987 that had 

members from HUPs, HUC and International Divers!  

Submitted by Alicia Grimes 

On June 9th the Moore’s home in Pearland was invaded not only with fellow HUPS members but also 

beautiful models and makeup artists.  We spent the day learning the art of fashion underwater photogra-

phy. Well I can personally say I have a lot to learn in this matter but I can also say we sure had a lot of 

fun.  We all would personally like to take the time again to say thank you to Terry for organizing the entire 

event and to Melissa for allowing us all to take over her home.  

 A special thank you also goes out to Mike Greuter for bringing his supply of soft weights for all to use 

and to all of the HUPS members who brought a dish to share. 

 

Greg and I will be putting together a small video including stills and time lapse from the event in the near future 

for those of you who were not able to attend.  Not sure about the rest of you, but I sure learned a lot and would 

like to have the opportunity to learn from my mistakes. 

Dennis Deavenport—Advanced 

Ken Kneznick—Advanced Joe Holden—Novice 

David McCracken—Novice 

http://www.hups.org/
http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/library/pdfs/ncr2013.pdf
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Submitted by John Anderson 

For years my wife Lee and I kept hearing stories about a diving Mecca that was called Bahia San Carlos that was in the Mexican State of 

Sonora .   San Carlos was said to have lots of fish with clear warm water and with very few visitors or divers.  We noticed on the map that it 

was 1,000 miles from our home in Los Angeles, California so we would have to put off for a while to make such a long trip.  We also heard 

from the people that had made that trip that the last 18 miles to San Carlos road was a bad dirt road that took hours to navigate because of 

the sandy areas that you could get stuck in. 

In 1956 my wife Lee and I with a friend Johnny Barnes decided that we must make the trip but we only had a window of three days vacation so 

we decided we would drive non-stop to get there and it would then only give us a little more than one day to dive at San Carlos . We were 

young so we headed towards San Carlos only stopping for gasoline and we hoped we did not have any flat tires or any major auto break-

downs.    

 

We arrived at San Carlos about four o’clock in the afternoon and looking at the area looked like all of the other desert country we had been 

traveling through with cactus and all of the things that make up a  desert landscape that was as long as you faced the desert but  when you 

faced  the sea it was like nothing that we three had ever witnessed before with its beautiful clear blue water with  volcanic lava making up the 

surrounding area making a beautiful contras with the white sand and no surf.  There were huge tide pools everywhere with beautiful colorful fish 

of different colors that were different types of Damsels type fishes. There were bright red crabs scurrying over and around the tide pools that 

held sea anemones and orange Bat starfish that completed this beautiful picture. There was only one Loan camper there with a small tent and 

a small boat to match. The first time we saw the Lone Camper he was very upset man for he was throwing rocks at a coyote that that was 

trying to steal a fish that he had just caught. 

 

It was only natural that the farther that you swam from shore, the fish would become bigger and so I took my pole spear and did my spear 

fishing no more than 100 yards from shore because the fish were abundant in the 5 to 15 pound range which was great for our meal that day.  

I only had a pole spear because that was what I had been using in the Southern California waters but this place was different which I found out 

the next day.  I had brought with me a single 72 cu foot steel tank which I used sparingly by mostly free diving with a tank on my back and 

only when I felt I must do something special I would then put the mouthpiece in my mouth.  At about mid day of our last day of diving I still 

had about a ¼ of a tank of air so I went and asked our friend the Lone Camper if he was going out in his boat that day because I sure would 

like to go with him to get a nice fish to take back to our home in LA.   After about one hour, the Lone Camper came over to our camp area 

and said, “Let’s go get some fish”. We pushed his 14 foot boat into the sea which was no big deal because the surf was less than six inches.  

With his small motor we puttered his boat out into the bay opening for about 400 yards from shore.  I have never had an experience like what 

happened then before or since.  I jumped over the side of the boat with my pole spear but the fish were too large for my pole spear.  The fish 

were all of the bass family “Pinta or Cabrilla” that were so large being 40 pounds or bigger made my task with my pole spear impossible.  As I 

finished my ¼ tank I was almost crying when I reached the surface because the fish were too large to spear.  With that experience under my 

belt I said next time I come here I will have a spear gun. 

The next trip Lee & I went back to San Carlos was about 1960 for a great week of diving which was even greater because we were the only 

persons there for the whole week.  Nothing had changed since our last trip there except a painted sign saying that there was going to be a 

camp ground there the following year. 

 

In 1963 we made a trip to San Carlos for two weeks but this time our family had grown for we now had three children Donna, Kenneth and 

Karen. We also had purchased a pick-up with a camper that would help us dealing with our expanded family.  Two months before we left Lee 

and I purchased an old 16 foot boat with a 35HP motor. The boat acted when traveling there as a great utility trailer that we could put all of the 

items needed to care for our young family and all of our dive gear that now included 4 72cu foot tanks.   When we arrived at San Carlos the 

camp ground had been built but it was still a great place for there were just a few people camping there so we did not feel like our San Carlos 

was lost.  I had made underwater housings for my Kodak 8mm movie camera and my 35 mm Argus C3 . Camera out of plastic. Needless to 

say with these interim cameras my pictures quality was not great but I thought at that time they were good because I had taken them at an 

area that most people had only dreamed about. Right from the start my children adapted to this environment especially to the tide pools that 

had so many little creatures that make up tide pools.  Every day we would take our boat to a different cove and play in the warm water or dive 

and then all of us would take a midday nap.  It was a little cramped in our small boat for our mid-day naps but we managed. Everyone loved 

this exposure to the elements that faced us each day such as a storm or a lightening show that we had often at night.   

 

One night we had a great electrical storm hit so my wife Lee and I set glued to the camper window watching the light show. We watched the 

lightening keep striking the ocean in front of us when we noticed a loan person was out there swimming in trying to re-anchor their boat be-

cause it appeared that it had broken free.  The next day I approached I thought was the man that was swimming in the ocean last night and 

introduced myself then he said his name was Fred Brooks. Fred had the same love for this area that we did so for the next 14 years booth of 

our families tried to arrange our vacation to San Carlos at the same time.  

http://www.hups.org/
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Fred was a great free diver that loved to spear fish for our evening meals. Fred knew of a super dive spot about 18 miles out at sea to an is-

land called San Pedro.  There were grouper there that were in the 1000 pound range that were the Southern Jew fish “Promicrops Alias Guasa 

Mero. In my more that 60 years of diving and with 3,000 logged dives I have not seen grouper that were that size except in 1954 while I was in 

Vietnam.  At this Island the big grouper and the sharks liked a certain therm o-Cline that is where the different temperature waters meet so if 

you wanted to film these giants you had to dive to that thermo-cline which was about 80 to 90 feet deep.   

 

My Memorable Dive One 

 I was at San Pedro Island taking underwater 8 mm movies one day when I saw a Smooth Hammerhead  , Shark “Sphyma Zygaena Alias  

Cornuda” that was what is called a “Sport”. A Sport is an animal that does not grow to a normal dimension as in length or girth. I have seen 

many Hammerhead sharks that are supposed to grow up to 12 feet long and weigh up to 1,300 pounds.  This Hammerhead shark was differ-

ently a “Sport” I know because it length was longer than my 14foot boat because it finally came to the surface and it was slightly larger than 

my boat.  The girth was the thing that made this shark so much different than any large Hammerhead should be.  The girth was almost twice 

that of a normal hammerhead but more than a very big Great White shark. The Hammerhead had just eaten because there were at least 6 or 

more California Yellow Tail Jack fish that were picking up the scraps of food around the shark. What really made my mouth almost drop my 

mouthpiece out was its size but also it was moving without any fin movement because the shark looked like it was ridding the thermo-cline by 

just coasting but in a horizontal positing .  At that time I was about 80 feet deep with the shark about 7 feet away.   I thought at that time he 

could have eaten me if he wanted to for the only thing I had with me was my super 8 movie camera in my homemade plastic housing.  Oh I 

have had to use my movie camera housing more than once in those waters by using my Movie Camera Housing to bang sharks away but this 

monster was something else.    

 

My Memorable Dive Two 

While in the US Navy I was stationed aboard the ship USS Calvert APA 32 in 1952 during the Korean Peace Keeping Operation   hundreds of 

miles from shore somewhere in the China Sea. We had to hang around the area for a day because we had to go to another area the next day.   

The Ship’s Captain called a "swim Call”. that anyone that wanted to jump or climb down a cargo net to get into the ocean was allowed to do 

so.  At our ships railing we had Gunners Mates with rifles watching the sea for any of the big Oceanic sharks that used to like to following us 

but none showed up that day.  I was always blessed in those days to be able to hold my breath for up to 3 minutes when free diving but I was 

never able to free dive to great depths because I have always had difficulty in clearing my ears except for this day.  I jumped into the sea from 

my ships main deck with my fins & mask.   Someone had thrown into the sea a deck of playing cards in which I would dive down and retrieve 

one of the cards. The visibility was not like anything I had ever witness before for the viability was limitless.  I had been doing this for at least 

10 minutes when one of the cards seemed to flutter and go deeper than the rest so I dove to retrieve it. Everything worked perfect because the 

water temperature was perfect and my ears cleared so easy so I just going deeper and deeper to retrieve the playing card.  When I finally 

reached the playing card depth and turned my head upward for my assent to the surface I was scared at that moment because I had dove to 

over 80 feet deep. I had in all years never been able to even come close to free diving to that depth that day. When I started this dive it was 

sort of a lazily decent but because of my ability in holding my breath had allowed me to go even farther than I have ever done in my life.  I 

should also add that my assent to the surface was very fast. I wish I could have had that experience more in my life but I guess it was not to 

be. 

 

My Memorable Dive Three 

While diving off of San Pedro Island in 1970 I was solo diving because that is what everyone did in those days because there were not that 

many divers to team up with usually. I had my Super 8 camera taking pictures of the big groupers that were as I said before they were in the 

1000 pound range as I settled down about 7 or 8 feet from these monsters next to a huge boulder I thought because of a somewhat subdued 

lighting the huge boulder that was next to me started to swim away and then I noticed that this rock was the granddaddy of all groupers. I 

started to follow the “Granddaddy Grouper” just to see where it was heading when I heard a whistling sound that was possibly was coming 

from my regulator but it sounded just like when my mother used to whistle for me to come home when I was a kid. Her whistle had a certain 

structure and tone to it that my mother used to have me come home and this sound that I heard sounded just like she was whistling for me to 

come home.  With that I turned around and headed towards my boat and my dive buddy Fred Brooks that had finished his dive and was wait-

ing for me in our boat for our trip back to San Carlos.  

 

Remember those were the days when you did not have any underwater Pressure gauge so you really did not have a good way to determine 

how much air that was in your tank at any time except on land with a tank pressure gauge. Oh we had a J-Valve that was part of the tank 

pressure control valve. When you  were about 300 to 400 pounds left in your tank and your breathing was starting to become labored you 

would pull the rod down and receive additional air but if you were deep water it did not offer to much help so you had to plan your dives a lot 

closer then you do today. Remember also we had no BC to help us to ascend.   Oh we had a Co2 cartridge that you could inflate into a small 

rubber bag but they were good only on the surface  for if you were more than 15 feet deep I believe I heard it laughing at me one day saying 

you got to be kidding.   

 

 I have had other happenings like this before but that is another story.    

                                                             John Anderson “The Old Salt” 

http://www.hups.org/
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Month Date Presenter Show Title & Synopsis Contest Topic 

January 7th Variety New Year New Ideas for HUPS Eels 

February 4th Terry Moore Fiji - Bega Lagoon Dive Resort Wide Angle Wrecks 

March 4th Ken Knezick 
Diving Successfully with Underwater Cam-

era & Strategies to Prevent Flooding 
Starfish 

April 1st 

Jackie, Mary Lou 
Reid,  

Dennis  
Deavenport  

Ambon 
Cephalopods  
(octopi, squid,  

cuttlefish, nautilus)  

May 6th Clint Moore Yap Mantas Schools of Fish  

June 3rd 
Kandace and Jim 
Heimer, Monica 

Losey 
Africa/Arctic-Polar Bears 

Syngnathidae  (pipefish & 
seahorses)  

July 8th Ken Knezick 
Shifting Baselines on the Reef - Diving the 

Best of What is Lef t 
Silhouettes    

August 5th Toby Presteghrd Komodo Sharks & Rays  

September 9th Variety 
Gear Night– Bring in your Camera Systems 

for Tips 

Juveniles of Any 
 Species  

October 7th 
Mary Lou Reid/ 

Dennis Deavenport 
Ambon Ugly Critters  

November 5th HUPS Members Club Trip Review 
Close-Focus/Wide  

Angle  

December 2nd HUPS Members HUPS Christmas Party 
Best of HUPS &  

Creative 

http://www.hups.org/
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The Houston Underwater Photographic Society meets at 

the Bayland Community Center starting at 7:00 PM. 
(Social time begins at 6:45) 

 
(6400 Bissonnet, near the Hillcroft intersection) 

Visitors are always welcome. 

2013 HUPS Officers 

 
President:  

Greg Grimes 
Vice President:  

Terry Moore 
Secretary:  

Tammy Allyn 

Treasurer:  
Tom Collier 

Membership/
Newsletter: 

Alicia Grimes 
Photo Contest:  

Dennis Deavenport 
TGCC Rep: 

Frank Burek /  
Debbie Mensay 

Web Master:  
James Heimer 

Workshops:  
Greg Grimes 

Trip Coordinator:  

Jim Mensay 
Historian:  

Frank Burek 
Special Events:  

Jan Baughman 

 

Board of Directors 
Jan Baughman 
Bess Bright 

Frank Burek 
Martin Daniels 

Dennis Deavenport 
Lance Glowacki 

Alicia Grimes 

Mike Greuter 
Gary Harris 

Ken Knezick 
Jim Mensay 

Henry Ragland 
Russell Ramsey 

 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?%23!/

group.php?gid=174168478778 

http://www.hups.org/ 

http://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG 

HUPS 
P.O. Box 270056 

Houston, TX 77277-0056 

http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/Meetings/Directions.html
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/group.php?gid=174168478778
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?%23!/group.php?gid=174168478778
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?%23!/group.php?gid=174168478778
http://www.hups.org/
http://www.hups.org/
http://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG
http://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG

